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Tuesday, Jan 22, 11:20 am, the lounge . . .

"So, we'll set the test for Friday the first," Scott repeated, making notes as he talked. Virgil, Cassie
and he had been going over schedules and trying to find a good time to for testing the dicetyline
cannon. They were trying to disrupt routine training and work as little as possible. "That should
give everyone time to make the necessary preparations. Do you know who all you want to be
involved in this?"

"Well, I know Brains wants to be on hand to see how the cannon does out in the field," Virgil
commented. "And of course, myself and Cassie in Thunderbird 2."

"We should also have some support personnel on the ground. I know we all want this to go well
and hope the cannon puts out the fire out but in reality that might not happen. Virgil and I have
discussed having the Firefly on site in case of that scenario."

"Probably a good precaution. Callie could be on stand-by with the Firefly and personally, I'd like to
be out there to see the test first hand."

"I kind of figured you'd say that," Virgil said, casting an 'I told you so look' in Cassie's direction.

Ignoring Virgil's commentary, Scott continued. "What about triggering the fire? Do we need
anyone else helping there?"

"Well, Brains is planning on overseeing it but perhaps Will could give him a hand. He seemed to
enjoy being involved in the training exercise." 

Scott nodded, adding Will's name to the list. "Okay, well I'll leave it to the two of you to plan the
details of the field test but I'll let Dad know we've got a time scheduled and who will be involved.
I'm sure he'll also want a briefing before the first sometime next week."

"I'll handle that," Virgil told him.

Scott nodded. The three wrapped up their meeting.

"So, what else did you want to discuss with me?" Cassie asked as she leaned back in the chair
after Virgil had left.

"It's more of an FYI at this point. Seems the New York City legislature has proposed new fire
codes for the city. Dad wanted me to give you a heads up about it because if it does pass, he
wants you to oversee making whatever changes are necessary to bring the NY offices up to the
codes."

Cassie nodded. "Do we have any idea what's being proposed?"
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Scott shook his head. "Not at this point. There hasn't been much in the way of details about the
proposal going out, though the email from headquarters hinted that they felt it was probably going
to be passed."

"Well, I'll be ready if it does get passed." I think I might also send an email to the Chief and see if
he can give me anymore information. "Anything else?"

"Not at this time," Scott said. "Though, do you have any plans for lunch?" Cassie shook her head.
"Want to join us here and then when we're done we can head down to the hangar for your lesson.
Maybe get some extra flight time in."

"Sounds good to me," Cassie replied.
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